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ABSTRACT 

 

In various business domains, intelligence garnered from data owned by peer 

institutions can provide useful information. But, due to regulations, privacy concerns and 

legal ramifications, peer institutions are reluctant to share raw data. For example, in 

medical domain, HIPAA regulations, Personally Identifiable Information and privacy 

issues are impediments to data sharing. However, intelligence can be learned from 

distributed data sets if their key characteristics are shared among desired parties. In 

scenarios where samples are rare locally, but adequately available collectively from other 

sites, sharing key statistics about the data may be sufficient to make proper decisions. 

The objective of this research is to provide a framework in a distributed 

environment that helps decision-making using statistics of data from participating sites; 

thereby eliminating the need for raw data to be shared outside the institution. Distributed 

ID3-based Decision Tree (DIDT) model building is proposed for effectively building a 

Decision Support System based on labeled data from distributed sites. The framework 

includes a query mechanism, a global schema generation process brokered by a clearing-

house (CH), crosstable matrices generation by participating sites and entropy calculation 

(for test) using aggregate information from the crosstable matrices by CH. Empirical 

evaluations were done using synthetic and real data sets. Due to local data policies, 

participating sites may place restrictions on attribute release. The concept of “constraint 

graphs” is introduced as an out of band high level filtering for data in transit. Constraint 

graphs can be used to implement various data transformations including attributes 

exclusions. Experiments conducted using constraint graphs yielded results consistent with 

baseline results. 

In the case of medical data, it was shown that communication costs for DIDT can 

be contained by auto-reduction of features with predefined thresholds for near constant 
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attributes. In another study, it was shown that hospitals with insufficient data to build 

local prediction models were able to collaboratively build a common prediction model 

with better accuracy using DIDT. This prediction model also reduced the number of 

incorrectly classified patients. A natural follow up question is: Can a hospital with 

sufficiently large number of instances provide a prediction model to a hospital with 

insufficient data? This was investigated and the signature of a large hospital dataset that 

can provide such a model is presented. It is also shown that the error rates of such a 

model is not statistically significant compared to the collaboratively built model. 

When rare instances of data occur in local database, it is quite valuable to draw 

conclusions collectively from such occurrences in other sites. However, in such 

situations, there will be huge imbalance in classes among the relevant base population. 

We present a system that can collectively build a distributed classification model without 

the need for raw data from each site in the case of imbalanced data. The system uses a 

voting ensemble of experts for the decision model, where each expert is built using DIDT 

on selective data generated by oversampling of minority class and undersampling of 

majority class data. The imbalance condition can be detected and the number of experts 

needed for the ensemble can be determined by the system. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Distributed Sensitive Data 

Due to the independent existence of peer institutions under different business 

administrations, the collection of customer data is geographically distributed among 

them. In any business domain, there is an opportunity to learn from the aggregation of 

distributed data among similar institutions. A key utility of distributed data is research: 

economic, market or scientific oriented [1]. However, regulations similar to HIPAA [2] 

as well as FERPA in USA and EU data protection directive [3] in Europe, makes sharing 

sensitive personal information between institutions a difficult proposition. At the same 

time there is interest in building decision support systems that can harness the power of 

Internet without violating confidentiality of data. Gathering intelligence from distinct 

entities by harvesting local information is valuable to many agencies [4]. This could be 

the result of rare samples being spread across many sites or targeted population being 

geo-dispersed. In the financial sector, a study may be geared towards understanding the 

repossession pattern of houses in a specific geographic area. A social agency may be 

interested in understanding certain characteristics of teen drivers in the country. In line 

with Evidence Based Medicine, a Clinical Decision Support (CDS) system [5] that can 
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provide suggestive knowledge representations based on data sets with patient attributes 

that are similar to the attributes of the patient in context, is valuable to a medical 

practitioner [6]. Aggregating similar samples from other distributed (off-site) databases 

would help in better decision-making [7, 8]. As an example, for studying the enrollment 

pattern of freshman women students in engineering, a social scientist would like to obtain 

information that goes beyond what is seen at the local university and what might be 

available of a more general student population in universities around the nation. The 

intelligence being sought is usually seeded by partial information, which is commonly 

known as the “attributes of interest” [9]. In the example of freshman women students, the 

attributes of interest with targeted values can be represented as a vector: <year=1, 

sex=‘f’, college=‘engineering’>. To support distributed decision-support, we suggest an 

algorithm that can query participating sites to retrieve statistics about data instances 

satisfying the query and build a knowledge representation for the global prediction model 

using aggregation of local statistics. 

Dynamically acquiring targeted sample data directly from other sites is difficult 

due to legal and regulatory implications [10]. Even if two sites agree to collaborate, the 

data schema in the two sites can be different. It is also important to protect the 

confidentiality of personally sensitive information in inter-institutional data transactions 

[11]. Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) is a research area that helps address the 

needs in this context. PPDM is aimed at mining information from different sources 

without sacrificing the privacy of the parties involved. One method of achieving PPDM is 

to model a distributed decision support system that makes use of statistics about the 

samples from distributed sites based on the attributes of interest, rather than the actual 
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data from other sites [12]. PPDM is also a form of Secure Multiparty Computation 

(SMC) [13, 14]. Preserving privacy of individuals is the essence of Secure Multiparty 

Computation. The distributed algorithm for decision support introduced in this research 

does not require raw data from distributed sites and it does not require identical data 

schema at participating sites. Thus our algorithm qualifies as a SMC algorithm. The 

algorithm does not introduce any noise and the knowledge representation learned by the 

distributed mechanism is theoretically provable to be identical to the centralized 

counterpart, with no loss of fidelity.  

The knowledge to be harvested needs a representation. One of the widely used 

artifacts for capturing learned information is a decision tree [15]. Decision tree building 

algorithms employ inductive-rule based learning, which has its roots in machine learning. 

A ‘Decision Tree’ is a data structure for representing paths of traversals in a decision 

making process for the class of problems known as classification problems. An example 

of a classification problem is to categorize applicants for a job as qualified or under-

qualified or over-qualified. One of the commonly used decision tree-building algorithm 

that is fairly easy to interpret is ID3 [16]. ID3 builds the decision tree iteratively by 

starting at the root node and splitting nodes based on a node-splitting criterion that gives 

better distribution of the data instances into more focused decision paths. The attribute 

with the highest gain [17] or equivalently the smallest impurity (or entropy) is picked for 

testing the node split. Typically for a decision tree algorithm, the whole raw data is 

needed in one central location. The Distributed ID3-based Decision Tree (DIDT) 

algorithm presented in this work extends this to a distributed model where no raw data is 

needed at a central location to generate the decision tree. A centralized service called 
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Clearing House (hereinafter referred to as CH) mediates the negotiations between the 

distributed sites. In our distributed decision tree building, the inter-site (global) data 

schema (of attributes and classes) is dynamically generated with no prior knowledge of 

local data schemas. The computational model followed in our distributed prediction 

model building algorithm involves local information processing and global synthesis 

[18]. The initial query based on the attributes of interest and subsequent queries for 

decision tree building are processed against the local data sets and the resulting local 

statistics are globally synthesized. This distributed processing concept is illustrated in 

Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1. Distributed model building. 

In Figure 1.1, D1, … , Dn are the distributed data repositories, S1, …, Sn are the 

partial statistics from each repository and g(S1,..,Sn) represents the global synthesis. 

Centralizing data from multiple organizations can be difficult since they could be 

competing business entities. On the other hand, sharing of data is of concern for two 

different reasons. If the data is about individuals, inference of personal information from 

the published content can violate personal privacy and if the data is about business, 

sensitive trade secrets may be revealed to competitors [19]. The focus of this research is 

about preserving confidentiality of data so as to protect individuals’ privacy. The DIDT 
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algorithm is used as the basis for solutions in various scenarios to this effect and the 

different contexts of distributed data are addressed in this work. 

1.2. Related Works 

Privacy Preserving Distributed Data Mining [20] has emerged as a field of 

research interest. Data mining algorithms for distributed classification using SVM [21] 

and Logistics Regression [22] that preserves privacy appear in the literature. Decision 

tree is another popular classification model that is easy to interpret and computationally 

efficient [23]. ID3 [16] is a centralized decision tree building algorithm and is used as the 

reference algorithm in our distributed prediction model. Parallel decision tree building 

algorithms [24] to speed up model building also appear in literature. In real life, data 

records of interest in a business domain are distributed among multiple institutions. Due 

to this natural distribution of data instances, a distributed data mining technique [8] 

would align well with the distributed data topology. Caragea et al [18] have outlined a 

theoretical sketch for a distributed decision tree building process. Bar-Or et al [25] also 

made use of the ideas suggested by Caragea et al to introduce a distributed decision tree 

induction, viz. DHDT (Distributed Hierarchical Decision Tree). Our Distributed ID3-

based Decision Tree (DIDT) [26] algorithm design was influenced by both of these 

works. However, both models (Caragea et al & Bar-Or et al) require identical relational 

data schemas (i.e., homogeneous data schemas) in each of the participating sites and the 

schema has to be known to the central broker. DIDT can accommodate non-

homogeneous schemas at participating sites and does not require prior knowledge of any 

data schema. This gives the flexibility for sites to participate fully or participate by not 
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disclosing certain attributes or not participate at will and yet maintain data schema 

independence locally. Mechanisms similar to differential privacy [27] or constraint 

graphs [28] can be used as localized constraint filters. DHDT focuses on high 

dimensional data for reducing communication costs and takes advantage of the 

correlations among attributes. DIDT does not assume any correlations between attributes. 

The two data partitioning models for distributed data sets outlined by Caragea et al [18] 

are horizontal & vertical fragmentation. In horizontal data partitioning, all data instances 

have identical attribute sets and the instances corresponding to a specific value of an 

attribute will be located in different sites. In vertical partitioning, the attribute set is 

subdivided and each site holds values for the attributes in the subdivision assigned to it. 

To get a complete data instance, the sub-tuples are to be combined from different sites. 

The hybrid model we propose allows for a flexible data schema. A visual representation 

of these models is shown in Figure 1.2.  

 
 

Figure 1.2. Data Fragmentations: Horizontal (left), Vertical (middle), and Hybrid (right) 

 

In Figure 1.2, columns represent attributes and rows represent instances of data. 

In the hybrid model, there is no predefined set of attributes for data instances. Gianella et 

al [29] proposed a distributed decision tree-building algorithm for vertically partitioned 

data. However, the distributed decision tree generated may not be identical to the 

centralized tree. In DIDT, the distributed decision tree constructed is provable to be the 

same as the centralized counterpart in all cases. 
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1.3. Main Research Contributions 

DIDT is introduced as a distributed privacy-preserving algorithm that can work 

with heterogeneous database schema. It does not need to know any of the local schema a 

priori and can generate the global schema dynamically. Theoretical proof is provided to 

show that DIDT produces results identical to its centralized equivalent. Constraint graphs 

are introduced as an out of band mechanism to facilitate data transformations during 

business data transactions. In order to specify these transformations, we introduce genex 

(generalized expressions) as a generalization of the popular regular expressions of strings. 

DIDT was demonstrated to provide the basis for various new functionalities. We 

incorporated auto-reduction of features into DIDT and demonstrated the working in 

distributed clinical data settings for considerable savings in communication costs. DIDT 

was shown to help collaboratively build prediction models when individual sites do not 

have sufficient data to build their own local models. The signature of data sets with 

sufficient number of instances whose prediction models can help hospitals handicapped 

for pertinent instances is also presented. A method to build an ensemble of decision trees 

(each of which is built using DIDT) is proposed to produce better results in the case of 

imbalanced data spread across distributed sites. It is also shown that DIDT is a promotion 

algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DISTRIBUTED ID3-BASED DECISION TREE 

2.1. Working of DIDT 

The goal of Distributed ID3-based Decision Tree (DIDT) algorithm is to generate 

a decision tree from the distributed data instances that would functionally be identical to 

the decision tree obtained by applying ID3 on the aggregate set of all the distributed data 

instances. A query mechanism is incorporated to restrict the selection to instances that 

satisfy the query. There are 2 stages in the DIDT algorithm. In the first stage, a global 

schema of the distributed data instances relative to a query is generated. The second stage 

involves gathering statistics from distributed sites based on the global schema and 

building the next node in the decision tree. In this algorithm, we handle categorical 

attributes. We also accommodate a complex test from C4.5 in which possible values of an 

attribute are “allocated to a variable number of groups with one outcome for each group” 

[17]. Continuous attributes and other add-ons in C4.5 can be accommodated as well with 

some extensions to our algorithm. A centralized agent called a Clearing House 

(hereinafter referred to as CH) will broker a query to mine decision-support information 

from distributed sites.  

The query originated by an end user is passed along to the CH. At the discretion 

of CH, the query is forwarded to k chosen participating sites. When a site i receives the 
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query, local database is checked for data instances that matches the query. The resulting 

set of data instances is subjected to local constraint enforcements. The metadata about the 

resulting set of attributes and the corresponding set of values are communicated to the 

CH. The CH synthesizes this information and generates a global schema. For example, 

assume the metadata from the only 2 participating sites are as follows: 

    <{sex,income},{{m,f},{med,high}},3> 

    <{sex,income,age},{{m,f},{low}{teen,adult}},4>  

The global schema can be generated using union of the attribute sets. In this example, the 

global schema is: 

   <{sex,income,age},{{m,f},{low,med,high},{teen,adult}},7> 

The CH generates conditional global schema for each one of the k sites selected earlier. A 

conditional global schema for site i is a customized version of the global schema specific 

to the site and is generated by masking out the attributes and values from the global 

schema that were not originated by site i. This is done so as to not disclose any attribute 

information to a site that is not aware of it. At the same time, the conditional global 

schema gives a uniform template for all local sites to communicate statistics to CH. 

Referring to the above example, using ‘?’ to mask out a token, the conditional global 

schema for the first site (using either policies) will be: 

<{sex,income},{{m,f},{?,med,high}}> 

The CH communicates relevant conditional global schema to each site. Each site 

generates crosstable matrices [18] for individual attributes in the conditional global 

schema. For a given attribute u, the (x,y)th entry of the crosstable matrix represents the 
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number of data instances that exists locally for which the attribute u exists with value x 

and the instance belongs to class y. Local crosstable matrices generated by the sites are 

sent to the CH. The CH will aggregate site-specific crosstable matrices to create global 

crosstable matrices for each attribute. Using global crosstable matrices, the weighted 

average impurity measure for each attribute is calculated. The attribute that gives 

minimum impurity is chosen for the next node split. The formal algorithm is given below. 

STAGE 1 

01. A query Q by an end user is transmitted to the CH 

02. CH, at its discretion, selects k appropriate sites and sends the query Q to the k 

sites S1, ……, Sk 

03. Each site i generates the set Li of local data instances that satisfies the query Q 

04. Let i represent the site-specific constraints and Gi  = i(Li) 

05. Let Ai denote the set of all attributes relative to Gi. For a given attribute x  Ai, let 

Vi
x denote the set of values observed in Gi. Let Ci denote the set of all classes that 

are in Gi. Then, the metadata tuple for the site i takes the form <Ai, {Vi
x  | x  Ai}, 

Ci, ni >, where ni = |Gi|. Each site sends the metadata to CH 

06. CH creates a global schema based on the local schemas using the tuple 

expression: 

< ⋃ 𝐴𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

 , {⋃ 𝑉𝑥
𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

 | 𝑥 ∈ ⋃ 𝐴𝑗

𝑘

𝑗=1

 } , ⋃ 𝐶𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

, ∑ 𝑛𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

> 

07. CH creates conditional global schema for each site by dropping attributes and 

masking attribute values that were not originated from the site 
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STAGE 2 

08. CH communicates the conditional global schema to the k participating sites in the 

form: 

< {𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑚}, {{𝑣1
1, … , 𝑣𝑑1

1 }, … . , {𝑣1
𝑚, … , 𝑣𝑑𝑚

𝑚 }} , {𝑐0, … , 𝑐𝑛} > 

09. Based on the attributes in the conditional global schema, each of the sites Si 

generates uniform templates for the crosstable matrices for individual attributes. 

The crosstable matrix template for an attribute with m values v
1
, v

2
, … , v

m
 and n 

classes c
1
, c

2
, …, c

n
 takes the form:  

m

n

v

v

v

ccc





2

1

21

 

The elements in the matrix templates are populated by the local site. Such a 

matrix for a given attribute is called the Unified Local Crosstable Matrix 

(ULCM) for that attribute. The crosstable matrices for all attributes at each site 

are sent to the CH. 

10. The CH adds the k ULCM’s (site-specific crosstable matrices) for each attribute 

u and creates Unified Global Crosstable Matrix (UGCM) for u. If CTi represents 

the ULCM for an attribute u at site i and CTg represents the UGCM for u, then 

CTg (x,y)
 
= ∑ 𝐶𝑇𝑖

𝑘
𝑖=1 (𝑥, 𝑦). Let the UGCM for an attribute be as follows: 

)1(

1

111



















mnm

n

vv

vv
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11. The weighted average impurity measure for the attributes is calculated and the 

attribute for split is chosen based on smallest value of weighted average impurity 

measure (highest gain) [30]. For the matrix shown in (1), the weighted average 

impurity measure is given in (2). 

)2(log
1

1

2
11

11
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n

k

ij

ij

n

j

m

i

ij

n

j

m

i
v

v
v

v

 

This formula is based on Quinlan’s ID3 decision tree algorithm. Only attributes 

that exist in all the Gi’s are included in the impurity calculations. 

12. To proceed to the next level of the decision tree, updated queries are generated 

for each branch of the decision tree, using the values of the attribute selected. 

Updated queries are sent to the same k sites selected in Step 02. The process 

repeats from step 03 with each of the queries until the classes are reached in the 

leaf nodes. 

An important assumption is that Gi in each individual site i will remain the same 

throughout the decision tree creation process. Another assumption is that all participating 

sites use agreed upon common vocabulary [31] for attribute names, data types and class 

names. 

2.2. Theoretical Validation of DIDT 

In this section, it is proved that for a given attribute, summing up cross-tables 
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from distributed sites in DIDT is identical to using the single cross-table generated on the 

aggregate centralized data used for entropy calculation in ID3. 

2.2.1 Definitions 

1) Augmented set 

 

Let A be a collection of data instances. A helper attribute can be used to keep 

track of the count of repeat instances (duplicates). To do this, the count of the repeats is 

set as the value for the helper attribute in the first of the repeating instances and the 

successive repeat instances are eliminated. The number of instances in the original 

collection A is obtained by adding the values of the helper attribute. The set whose 

elements are obtained by adding the helper attribute (for counting) to instances in A is 

called the augmented set generated by A and denoted as A+. We define count(A+) as the 

sum of the values of the helper attribute. 

Example: consider the following collection A of 5 data instances. 

        <a1=2,  a2=4,  a3=5,  a4=2,  class=c1>         

        <a1=1,  a2=1,  a3=5,  a4=3,  class=c2>    

        <a1=1,  a2=1,  a3=5,  a4=3,  class=c2>         

        <a1=2,  a2=4,  a3=5,  a4=2,  class=c1>    

        <a1=2,  a2=1,  a3=2,  a4=1,  class=c3> 

Using a helper attribute h to eliminate duplicates, we get: 

A+  =  {<h=2, a1=2,  a2=4,  a3=5,  a4=2,  class=c1>, 

             <h=2, a1=1,  a2=1,  a3=5,  a4=3,  class=c2>, 
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             <h=1, a1=2,  a2=1,  a3=2,  a4=1,  class=c3>} 

2) ‘Combine’ operation 

Given two collections A and B of data instances, the operation combine(A+,B+) is 

defined as follows: 

Let the result of the combine(A+,B+) operation be the set C.  

Begin 

      C = A+; 

      while ( B+ is not empty )  {   

          Randomly pick one data instance N from B+; 

          Let the value of the helper attribute in N be h; 

          if (all attribute values in N except h are identical to an instance I in C)  { 

                  increase the helper attribute for the instance I in C by h  

         } 

          else  { add N to C } 

          discard the instance N from B+; 

      } 

End; 

Example:  

  If A+ and B+ are 

     A+ = {<h=3, a1=2, a2=4, a3=5, a4=2, class=c1>, 

                <h=2, a1=1, a2=1, a3=5, a4=3, class=c2>}       and                  

    B+ = {<h=1, a1=2, a2=4, a3=5, a4=2, class=c1>, 

               <h=1, a1=2, a2=1, a3=2, a4=1, class=c3>}         
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Then, combine(A+,B+) =   

                {<h=4, a1=2, a2=4, a3=5, a4=2, class=c1>,  

                  <h=2, a1=1, a2=1, a3=5, a4=3, class=c2>,             

                  <h=1, a1=2, a2=1, a3=2, a4=1, class=c3>} 

Note that count(combine(A+,B+)) = 7.  

i.e., count(combine(A+,B+)) = count(A+) + count(B+). This can be generalized to a 

countable number of sets and is formally presented in the following lemma. 

 

Lemma 

For a finite number of data collections A1, A2, ……, An , 

      𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝐴1+, 𝐴2+, … . . , 𝐴𝑛 +)) = ∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴𝑖+)𝑛
𝑖=1                 (3) 

Proof: 

 

To prove the lemma by mathematical induction, consider the case when n = 2.  

Let the 2 data collections be A1 and A2. When the augmented sets A1+ and A2+ are 

generated, duplicate instances are collapsed and the helper attribute is introduced with the 

count of duplicate instances. In the following discussion, we use the word “match” to 

mean that two elements in two augmented sets are identical in attributes and values, 

except for the helper attribute. For e.g., <h=2,a
1
=3,a

2
=4> and <h=3,a

1
=3,a

2
=4> are 

matching elements. 

A1+ and A2+ consists of the following 3 types of elements: 

1. Elements in A1+ having no matching elements in A2+ 

2. Elements in A2+ having no matching elements in A1+ 

3. Elements in A1+ having matching elements in A2+ 
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Without loss of generality, only one representative element from each one of these types 

needs to be considered for the proof. So, assume that there exists only one representative 

element of type 1 in A1+ and that only one representative element of type 2 exists in A2+. 

Assume there is only one representative element of type 3 in A1+ and only one matching 

representative element of type 3 in A2+.  Let x be the value of the helper attribute for the 

only representative element in A1+ of type 1 and y is the value of the helper attribute for 

the only representative element in A2+ of type 2. For type 3; let z
1
 be the value of the 

helper attribute for the only representative element in A1+ and z
2
 be the value of the 

helper attribute for the only representative and corresponding matching element in A2+. 

Then, count (combine(A1+,A2+)) = x+y+z
1
+z

2 
 

                                                     = (x +z
1
)+(y +z

2
)  

                                                     = count(A1+)+count(A2+) 

This proves the result for n=2. 

Now, assume that the lemma is true for n ( n  2 ); i.e. 

              count(combine(A1+, A2+, …., An+)) = ∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴𝑖+)𝑛
𝑖=1  

Since the combine operation is associative, 

             combine(A1+, A2+, …., An+1+) = combine(combine(A1+,…, An+),An+1+) 

             Let B+ = combine(A1+,…, An+) 

Thus,  

      count(combine(A1+, A2+, …., An+1+)) = count(combine(B+,An+1+)) 

                                                                   = count(B+)+count(An+1+) 

                                                                           (using the proof for 2 augmented sets)  
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                                                                   = count(combine((A1+,…, An+))+count(An+1+)   

                                                                   = ∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴𝑖+)𝑛
𝑖=1  + count(An+1+)   

                                                                           (by induction hypothesis for n sets) 

                                                                   = ∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐴𝑖+)𝑛+1
𝑖=1  

This completes the induction and proves the lemma. 

2.2.2 Aggregation of ULCM’s  

In ID3, the entropy for an attribute is calculated based on the elements in its 

UGCM, which is the crosstable matrix at the CH level. The entropy calculation is done 

once per attribute using all the elements in the UGCM for that attribute. Then the 

attribute with minimum entropy is selected for the node split. Essentially, the unit of 

operation of an entropy calculation is a single UGCM, which corresponds to the 

crosstable matrix for ID3 in a centralized environment. So, to prove that the entropy 

calculation in ID3 is the same as the entropy calculation in DIDT it is only necessary to 

prove that the UGCM for a single attribute is the same as the aggregation of the ULCM’s 

for that attribute.  

 

Claim 

For a given attribute, the sum of the unified local crosstable matrices in DIDT yields the 

same crosstable matrix as the centralized crosstable matrix in ID3. 

Proof: 

Let the given attribute be denoted as u.  
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We prove the claim by mathematical induction. Consider the case of 2 sites S1 and S2. Let 

the corresponding distribution of data to the sites be D1 and D2. Let S be the equivalent 

central site (CH) and D be the collection of all data instances in S. Then D1 and D2 

contribute to all the data instances in D. Since only the count of instances are significant, 

(and to address the issue of duplicates), we deal with D1+ and D2+ instead of D1 and D2. 

Assume that u takes values v1,.…,vm and classes c1,….,cq in D. Only these values and 

classes will show up in D1+ and D2+. In each of the Di+’s, a partitioning of Di+ into 

equivalence classes is possible by the equivalence relation : 

          x  y  x and y belongs to the same class 

Let the equivalence class for ck in Di+ be denoted as [𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+. The sets [𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+ 

(k=1,2….,q) are disjoint and provide a partition of Di+. Now, we define the relation  on 

the data instances within [𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+as: 

       s  t  s and t has same value for attribute u 

Then,  is an equivalence relation and gives a partition of [𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+ into m equivalence 

classes. Each of these equivalence classes corresponds to one of the values v1,…,vm. Let 

these equivalence classes be denoted as [𝑣𝑗][𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+
 (j=1,2,…,m) for a given site Si and 

class ck. Then, the sets [𝑣𝑗][𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+  
provide a partition of [𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+ into m disjoint sets. Since  

[𝑣𝑗][𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+  
represents the instances in Di+ that belongs to class ck with value vj, if  

represents the ULCM for u w.r.t site i, we have, 𝐶𝑇𝑢
𝑖(𝑗, 𝑘) = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡([𝑣𝑗][𝑐𝑘]𝐷𝑖+

). Now, 

consider the ‘combine’ operation of D1+ and D2+. For a given class ck, and a given value 

CTu
i
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vj, if  represents the UGCM for u, applying the equivalence relations  and  on the 

set combine(D1+,D2+) and [𝑐𝑘]𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝐷1+,𝐷2+) respectively, we get: 

                               𝐶𝑇𝑢
𝑔(𝑗, 𝑘) = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ([𝑣𝑗]

[𝑐𝑘]
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝐷1+,𝐷2+)

) 

                           = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 ([𝑣𝑗]
[𝑐𝑘]

𝐷1+
, [𝑣𝑗]

[𝑐𝑘]
𝐷2+

)) 

                                            = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ([𝑣𝑗]
[𝑐𝑘]

𝐷1+
) + 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ([𝑣𝑗]

[𝑐𝑘]
𝐷2+

)    using (3) 

                                                =  𝐶𝑇𝑢
1(𝑗, 𝑘) +  𝐶𝑇𝑢

2(𝑗, 𝑘) 

Since  𝐶𝑇𝑢
1(𝑗, 𝑘) +  𝐶𝑇𝑢

2(𝑗, 𝑘) =  𝐶𝑇𝑢
2(𝑗, 𝑘) + 𝐶𝑇𝑢

1(𝑗, 𝑘) and {S1,S2} & {S2,S1} are the 

only two permutations for the two sites, this proves the claim for 2 sites. 

Now, assume that the result is true for n (n  2) sites. Let S1, S2, …. , Sn+1 be any 

permutation on the order of n+1 sites and let D1, D2, …., Dn+1 be the corresponding 

distribution of data instances to the sites. Let S be the equivalent central site and D be the 

collection of all data instances in S. Let n denote a site created by combining n sites S1, 

S2, …., Sn and n+ denote the corresponding combination of data instances.  

i.e., n + = combine(D1+, D2+, …. , Dn+).  

Let the ULCM for u w.r.t n be denoted as 𝐶𝑇𝑢
∆𝑛.  

Then, 

          𝐶𝑇𝑢
𝑔(𝑗, 𝑘) = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ([𝑣𝑗]

[𝑐𝑘]𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒(∆𝑛+,𝐷𝑛+1+)
) 

= 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 ([𝑣𝑗]
[𝑐𝑘]

∆𝑛+
, [𝑣𝑗]

[𝑐𝑘]
𝐷𝑛+1+

)) 

CTu
g
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                            = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ([𝑣𝑗]
[𝑐𝑘]

∆𝑛+
) + 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ([𝑣𝑗]

[𝑐𝑘]
𝐷𝑛+1+

)    using (3) 

                            =  𝐶𝑇𝑢
∆𝑛(𝑗, 𝑘) +  𝐶𝑇𝑢

𝑛+1(𝑗, 𝑘) 

                            =  𝐶𝑇𝑢
1(𝑗, 𝑘)  +  𝐶𝑇𝑢

2(𝑗, 𝑘)+ .  .  .  .  . + 𝐶𝑇𝑢
𝑛(𝑗, 𝑘) + 𝐶𝑇𝑢

𝑛+1(𝑗, 𝑘) 

                                 (by induction hypothesis for n sites) 

This completes the induction and proves the claim. 

2.3. Computational Complexity 

The computational complexity of DIDT is expressed differently for the global 

level and local level. Globally, it is influenced by the height of the tree H and the number 

of participating sites M. Locally it is influenced by the height of the tree H and the 

number of data instances N. The height of the tree H is bounded by the number of 

attributes A and in practice is usually much smaller than A. Using A, M and N as 

mentioned above: 

                  Computational complexity at Clearing House level is O(A2M). 

                  Computational complexity for a member hospital is O(A2N).  

The communication costs on each hospital is O(A2). 

2.4. DIDT as a Promotion Algorithm 

A promotion algorithm [32] incorporates finer resolution data analytics into 

coarser levels. Let there be k tiers of resolutions, starting with r
1 

as the first tier resolution 

and r
k
 as the kth tier resolution. A window at tier i is a set of r

i
 data points. The 
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representative value (rv) for a window at tier i will be a value calculated using some 

designated function f
i 

on the data points in the corresponding window frame. The 

algorithm starts with 1st data point in a window of resolution r
1
 and keeps on moving the 

data cursor, adding data points to a bin for the window, until the bin is full. When r
1
 

points accumulate in the bin corresponding to resolution r
1
, a representative value (rv) is 

calculated using a function f
1
 on the data points in the current bin. Then this rv is 

promoted to the next bin corresponding to r
2
. Once r

2 values accumulate in bin for r
2
, the 

rv for this bin is calculated and promoted to the bin corresponding to r
3
 and so on. After 

the rv for a bin is calculated and promoted to the next bin, the entries in the original bin 

are cleared. The formal version of the algorithm is given below: 

Begin algorithm     

    variables: resolution, 

                     r
1
, r

2
, ....., r

k
                    // k tiers of resolutions 

                     binr1
, binr2

, …. , binrk       // k bins corresponding to the resolutions  
 

        initialize binr1
, binr2

, …. , binrk
 to be empty 

        while more data points are available in resolution r
1
 

                add current data point to binr1
 

                 if (binr1
 is full)  

                     i = 1, resolution = r
1
 

                     while binresolution is full 

                            rv = fi(binresolution) 
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                            add rv to binresolution->next    

                            empty binresolution 

                                           i = i+1, binresolution  = binresolution->next 

                     end while 

                end if    

        end while 

End algorithm 

 

It is easy to see that DIDT is a promotion algorithm. Assume that there are k 

participating sites and there are m attributes among the data instances. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Tiers in DIDT as a promotion algorithm 

 

As can be seen from Figure 2.1, r
1
 has a resolution of k and each window 

corresponds to the local crosstable matrix of one of the m attributes.  Thus there are m 

windows in this case. The rv for this level is the global crosstable matrix for the 

corresponding attribute. At the r
2
 level, the information gain of each crosstable matrix is 

the rv. At the r
3
 level, max among the information gains is the rv. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 EXPERIMENTS AND DATA SETS  

3.1. General Logistics of Experiments 

The experiments involving DIDT were done in simulated distributed 

environments. The way DIDT was implemented in JAVA, the code requires one 

dedicated (or self-contained) database per participating site. This ensures that the 

querying for matches against individual databases and local crosstable generations for 

attributes are all working in accordance with the published procedural steps of the DIDT 

algorithm. The data corresponding to each site was extracted and loaded into individual 

databases in one-one mapping – one neo4j opensource graph database [33] per site. The 

experiments were done as a simulation using this group of databases that provided the 

virtual distributed environment of sites. A graph database is well suited to represent 

heterogeneous records. Lucene indexing was used for text indexing within the neo4j 

databases. For centralized runs, we used the well-known implementation of ID3 using 

weka opensource software [34].  

For our distributed model, we used a leave-one-site-out cross-validation. In this 

type of cross-validation, if there are n sites, there will be n pairs of model building and 

validation. In one cross-validation, data from n-1 sites were used for training and data 

from the remaining site was used for testing. For fair comparison between DIDT and 
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centralized ID3, the same (training, testing) sets were used for cross-validations in 

corresponding experiments. 

3.2. Experimental Verification 

In the following sections, results of various experiments done to demonstrate the 

working of DIDT are presented. Empirical works discussed in these sections were 

oriented towards verifying that the DIDT algorithm gives results consistent with the 

centralized ID3 algorithm. Experiments were done using both synthetic and real data sets. 

3.2.1. Experiments Using Synthetic Data 

The datgen tool [35] was used to generate 10,000 data instances of 10 attributes, 6 

classes, random distribution and suggested error rate of 0.10. The data was distributed 

equally using random sampling without replacement to 10 sites. The results of running 

DIDT and ID3 against this data set are given in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1. Results for data generated by ‘datgen’ tool 

 

algorithm number of sites cross-validation correctly classified accuracy 

ID3 n/a 10 8216/10000 82.16% 

DIDT 10 10 8217/10000 82.17% 
 

 

As can be observed from Table 3.1, DIDT produces result that is virtually the same 

as centralized ID3. 
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3.2.2 Data from Higher Education Domain 

 

This experiment was based on student data from 6 schools. The UCI machine 

learning data repository has the data under the section ‘Student Loan Relational Domain’ 

[36]. Each data instance had 7 attributes and classified as positive or negative. Positive 

means the student is not required to repay a student loan. For simplicity, the ‘months of 

absence’ attribute was coded into one of the categorical values ‘low’, ‘med’, and ‘high’ 

corresponding to the months of absence in the range 0-3, 4-5, and 6+ months (inclusive 

of the boundary values). Each attribute was treated as categorical in nature. The list of 

attributes and their categorical values used in the experiment are as follows: 

      sex             {m,f} 

      absence     {low, med, high} 

      units           {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15} 

      enlisted      {none, armed, peace} 

      employed   { yes , no } 

      bankruptcy { yes , no } 

      disabled     { yes , no } 

The data instances were distributed to 6 different sites corresponding to each 

school. Results of DIDT and centralized ID3 on the full data sets are shown in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2. Results for student data 

 

algorithm number of sites cross-validation correctly classified accuracy 

ID3 n/a 6 1086/1194 90.95% 

DIDT 6 6 1091/1194 91.37% 
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As can be surmised from the results in Tables 3.2, DIDT yields results that are 

very consistent with centralized equivalent ID3 results. The difference in correct counts is 

due to the fact that multiple attributes can have same entropy and the selection of the 

attribute for node split is implementation-dependent. 

3.2.3. Data from Social Domain 

 

A multi-country survey commissioned by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public 

Life was done across 10 countries to investigate the religious, political and civic views of 

renewalists. The data [37] consisted of 11,028 instances with 201 attributes. The 

distribution of the data among the countries is given in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3. Distribution of data based on country 

Country # of instances 

Brazil 1000 

Chile 988 

Guatemala 1305 

India 1224 

Kenya 1001 

Nigeria 999 

Philippines 1300 

S. Africa 1137 

S. Korea 1000 

USA 1074 

 

We treated the data instances as belonging to one of two classes: ‘renewalists’ or 

‘non-renewalists’. In the sections to follow, uppercase identifiers denote the attribute 

names in the data instances. 
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3.2.3.1. Preprocessing 

 

The following preprocessing was done on the data set. CaseId$ (serial number), 

PSRAID (identification number), GPWGT (weight), and PENTWGT (weight) are 

attributes irrelevant for decision support. We distributed data based on COUNTRY, 

which provided naturally distributed data for 10 sites. And COUNTRY attribute cannot 

be used for tree building as otherwise leave-one-site-out cross validation cannot be 

performed. So, the 5 attributes CaseId$, PSRAID, GPWGT, PENTWGT, and 

COUNTRY were blocked from being released from each site using attribute constrains. 

Two attributes, AGE and CHANGE were continuous. So, they were categorized using 

concept hierarchy [38] into ‘young’, ’mid’, and ‘old’.  All experiments were based on the 

query ‘SAMPLE = 1 v 2’, unless mentioned otherwise. The attribute SAMPLE was 

excluded from decision tree building. 

3.2.3.2. Experiment Based on Fully Spanned Attributes 

 

In this experiment, only attributes that spanned over all the 11028 instances were 

included. Of the 201 attributes, 92 attributes met this criterion. Since the 5 attributes 

CaseId$, PSRAID, GPWGT, PENTWGT, and COUNTRY were constrained, that left 87 

attributes. Ignoring the query attribute SAMPLE and the ‘class’ attribute, there were 85 

attributes that contributed to the decision tree structure. Results are given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4.  Results for fully spanned attributes 

algorithm number 

of sites 

cross-

validation 

correctly 

classified 

accuracy 

ID3 n/a 10 6151/11028 55.78% 

DIDT 10 10 6228/11028 56.47% 
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Ignoring the minor aberration due to the selection differences between the two 

algorithms for node splitting, here also we get results consistent between DIDT and 

centralized ID3. 

3.3. Data Sets 

In the following sections, details of data sets used in the rest of research are 

outlined. 

3.3.1. NIS Data Sets 

The primary data sets used for most of the research in this thesis is the 

Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS) data sets for the period 2007 through 2009. The NIS 

data sets for years 2007-2009 were created by Agency for Healthcare Research and 

Quality (AHRQ) [39] Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP). Published NIS 

databases contain discharge level information of all inpatients from a 20% stratified 

sample of hospitals across USA. Each data instance in these data sets represents an 

“inpatient stay record”. Due to local/state confidentiality laws, some specific medical 

conditions or procedures (e.g. HIV/AIDS) are not released by certain hospitals. 

Individual records in the NIS data are de-identified and so do not carry personally 

identifiable information (e.g. name or home address). Hence, they provide a vertical 

partition of attributes that are ideal candidates for use in a privacy preserving distributed 

decision support model. The variations in instances between hospitals give a real world 

setting to study distributed algorithms. The number of records and hospitals as well as the 
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distribution of male and female patients among the NIS 2007-2009 data sets is given in 

Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5.   Details of patient records in the NIS 2007-2009 data sets 

Year 
Number of 

patient records 

Number of 

hospitals 
Male Female 

2007 8043415 1044 41.26% 58.74% 

2008 8158381 1056 41.60% 58.40% 

2009 7810762 1050 41.92% 58.08% 

 

High-level disease codes in the NIS data are based on HCUP Clinical 

Classifications Software (CCS), developed by combining ICD-9-CM codes in a 

hierarchical fashion. For example, CCS code for Multiple myeloma is 40. The Clinical 

Classifications Software (CCS) for ICD-9-CM is a diagnosis and procedure 

categorization scheme where closely related ICD-9-CM codes are combined under a 

parent CCS code. There are 259 CCS codes in all. There are up to 15 CCS codes for 

diseases per data instance in the NIS 2007-2008 data sets, while the NIS 2009 data set 

has up to 25 CCS codes per instance. The parent-child relationship with CCS diagnosis 

40 and its sibling ICD-9-CM codes is shown in Figure 3.1. Only 3 of the 8 ICD-9-CM 

codes that make up CCS 40 are shown in Figure 3.1. The complete list of ICD-9-CM 

sibling codes is: 2030, 20300, 20301, 20302, 2038, 20380, 20381, and 20382. 

 

Figure 3.1.  Parent-child relationship between CCS code 40 and ICD-9-CM codes 
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The distribution of patient records among the 2007-2009 NIS data sets based on 

age is given in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2.  Distribution of patient records for NIS 2007-2009 data sets based on age 

 

The distribution of patient records based on race is given in Figure 3.3.  

 

Figure 3.3.  Distribution of patient records for NIS 2007-2009 data sets based on uniform 

HCUP race code 

 

The distribution of race in Figure 3.3 is based on the uniform HCUP race code. 

The values corresponding to these codes are: 

                         1 – white 

                         2 – black 

                         3 – hispanic 

                         4 – asian or pacific islander 
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                         5 – native american 

                         6 – others 

 

The distribution of the 5 most common specific comorbidities among the patient 

records over the years 2007-2009 were as given in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6.   Prevalence rates of comorbidities among NIS 2007-2009 data sets 

CCS code Description  2007  2008  2009 

98 Essential Hypertension 29.11% 30.60% 31.20% 

101 Coronary Atherosclerosis 27.90% 29.59% 31.18% 

55 Fluid and electrolyte disorders 21.05% 21.80%  

53 Disorders of lipid metabolism 17.40% 19.43%  

259 Residual codes 15.57% 18.57%  

106 Cardiac Dysrhythmias   16.80% 

108 Congestive heart failure   15.14% 

49 Diabetes mellitus without 

complications 

  
14.88% 

 

Values for the attribute ‘race’ was missing from some states. Details regarding 

this information is given in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7.  Information related to missing attribute ‘race’ in NIS 2007-2009 data sets 

Year Number of instances with all 

attributes present 

States with ‘race’ 

attribute missing 

2007 5807267 GA, IL, KY, ME, MN, NV, 

OH, OR, WA, WV 

2008 6520461 GA, IL, MN, OH, WV 

2009 6614593 MN, NC, OH, WV 

 

3.3.2. SPECT Heart Data Set 

The SPECT Heart data set [40] of patients is publicly available from the UCI 

machine learning data repository. It describes the diagnosing of 267 patients’ cardiac 
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Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) images. The original images 

were processed by the curators to extract features that could summarize them. This 

resulted in 44 continuous features per image which were further processed by them 

resulting in 22 binary attributes per patient. Each of the patients is classified as normal or 

abnormal based on the features. Thus the SPECT Heart data set has 22 binary attributes 

and 2 class labels. The distributed version of the 267 data instances are divided into 80 

training and 187 test instances. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONSTRAINT GRAPHS 

4.1. Introduction 

Attribute validations during transactions involving personal information can help 

preserve confidentiality of data. The use of constraint graphs as transaction filters to 

provide a flexible out of band mechanism to apply attribute-based transformations is 

proposed here. In a clinical setting, electronic data transactions are unavoidable. Due to 

federal government mandates towards electronic medical records there is an increased 

volume of online transactions involving insurance claims, verification of eligibility (or 

approval) for medical procedures, lab results and referrals. These data transmissions 

involve raw attributes of the patient records and so safeguards needs to be in place to 

protect unwanted attribute disclosure. Transactions involving patient data can be 1) 

administrative 2) financial 3) analytical or 4) clinical in nature. Administrative 

transactions can be referrals, lab scheduling etc. Financial transactions can be credit card 

authorization or third party billing.  Clinical transactions can involve outpatient visit data, 

emergency visits etc. In research transactions, the data could be mined for hypothesis or 

decision-making. Each one of these transactions involves raw attributes that form a 

subset of the complete patient record. Constraint graphs introduced here [28], can act as a 
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filtering mechanism to help enforce restrictions on data attributes in these types of 

transactions. 

In another form of transaction in distributed data mining, raw data is not 

disclosed, but statistics about the attributes are passed along [26]. In these scenarios, there 

may be local data policies that restrict the disclosure of information pertaining to certain 

attributes. The concept of constraint graphs outlined here can help enforce restrictions on 

data along these lines also.  

4.2. Related Works 

 

Differential Privacy [27, 41] has its roots in theoretical cryptography and provides 

a formal guarantee to data privacy. However, applying these theoretical formalisms to 

every day data analysis needs careful evaluation [42, 43]. Differential privacy was 

designed for data analysis and not data transactions. In our case, for most of the 

transactions, raw data has to be shipped outside the system as opposed to differential 

privacy, where no data leaves the population database. Privacy Integrated Queries 

(PINQ) [44] is a data analysis platform that was designed to provide access to underlying 

data sets through a declarative language (LINQ) and provides formal guarantee of 

differential privacy for users of the platform. Thus, PINQ does not place any burden on 

the analyst for privacy. Our approach is similar in that the constraint graph gateway 

enforces the site-specific restrictions on the data in transit. The gateway provides a 

firewall mechanism to apply local rules to enforce data policies. This relieves the 

application developers from hard-coding data policies into applications. Also, our 
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approach can accommodate changes in regulations and policies as enforcements at the 

gateway without the burden of changing the applications. PINQ was implemented on .Net 

platform. Friedman & Schuster [43] developed JAVA libraries for differential privacy 

and integrated with Weka data mining software. Our work is oriented towards a client-

neutral, platform-neutral and language-neutral architecture as multi-tiered services. 

Client-neutrality allows the gateway to be accessible from desktop clients or web clients. 

Platform-neutrality allows the gateway to be accessible from grids or web application 

servers or from HL7 channels. The implementation was done using a Web Services 

model that allowed interfacing with any database architecture using a module that 

converts the data format to graph format. 

Constraint graphs have been used in Artificial Intelligence and Operational 

Research to solve problems involving variables that must satisfy a set of constraints; 

mostly constraint satisfaction problems [45, 46]. In these scenarios, constraint graphs 

were used to specify boundary conditions that must be satisfied by the potential solution. 

The scope of constraint graphs as defined here is broader, with generalized expression 

matching capabilities and attribute transformations. Constraint graphs work as filters at 

transaction level in the form of a gateway. A general structure of such a pipeline is shown 

in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1. Constraint graphs as transaction-level filters 
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In order to specify the working of constraint graphs, the syntax for representations 

and transformations need to be specified. This is done in the following section. 

4.3. Prototype Graphs and Constraint Graphs 

 

Constraint graphs are built using prototype graphs as the basis. Prototype graphs 

provide the formalism for representing structure of graphs in a problem domain when 

data is represented as graphs. The building block for prototype graph is graph motif. 

Graph motifs were introduced as part of the GraphQL data model suggested by He & 

Singh [47]. In GraphQL, a graph motif will consist of node and edge specifications. 

Nodes and edges are terminals (atomic units) in a formal specification. So, in the syntax 

for graphs, ‘graph’, ‘node’ and ‘edge’ are used as keywords. 

For example, the following is a graph motif: 

 

           graph G {    

                             node v1; 

                                  node v2; 

                                  edge e(v1,v2);  

                              } 

GraphQL deals with graphs as the unit of operation. We model graphs as the currency for 

transactions.  

To extend the graph motif, we generalize the regex quantifier metacharacters. 

Regular Expressions [48] provide well-known formalism for representing the structure 

for string constructs of interest. IEEE 1003.2 (Section 2.8) standard defines the POSIX-

compliant regular expressions. Regular expressions (hereinafter referred to as ‘regex’) for 

strings have been incorporated into shells (or terminal commands) by various operating 

systems as well as in scripting languages (eg: PERL, Python, PHP) and programming 
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languages (eg: Java). Regular expressions have also been used in applications that rely on 

string contexts. As an example, regex is used in Network Intrusion Detection Systems for 

matching signatures of known attacks [49]. However, a more general quantification 

structure beyond the context of strings is needed for our purpose. A mechanism for 

general representation from the field of relational databases exists in the form of wild 

characters in SQL. Though these wild characters in SQL are a standard set of predefined 

characters that behave similar to regular expressions, they are very limited in their 

expressive power compared to regular expressions. In this study, generalized expression 

match is used to identify a subset of samples from the population in a given context. The 

POSIX defined metacharacters for regex are given in Table 4.1. As an example, the token 

‘?’ means zero or more of the previous character. So, the regex k? will match both k and 

kk. The regex quantifier metacharacters are used to quantify repeats of a substring 

pattern.  

Table 4.1. List of regex quantifier metacharacters 

Quantifier Meaning 

? Repeat the pattern 0 or 1 times 

* Repeat the pattern 0 or more times 

+ Repeat the pattern 1 or more times 

{n} Repeat the pattern exactly n times 

{n,m} 

Repeat the pattern at least n, no more 

than m times 

{n,} Repeat the pattern at least n times 

 

We generalize this to characterize the existence of an item (satisfying a certain 

condition) using a quantification aspect. We call the generalized concept “general 

expression” (abbreviated as “genex”). Genex tokens as shown in Table 4.2 are defined to 

convey the existence or matching of units under consideration in any context. If the 
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condition under consideration is satisfied, the result is a ‘True’ value; otherwise the value 

is ‘False’. 

Table 4.2.     List of general expression tokens 

Token Interpretation 

? One item satisfies the condition. 

+ At least one item satisfies the condition. 

{n} Exactly n items satisfy the condition. 

{n,m} At least n and ≤ m items satisfy the condition. 

[ ] 
One item in square brackets satisfies the 

condition.  

 

As an example, suppose the underlying population is patients. If the patient under 

consideration has diabetes, the genex [diabetes, glaucoma, hypertension] is satisfied. If 

the patient is male, then the genex is satisfied in the context of ‘male patients’. This can 

be formally expressed as: 

patient x in  [diabetes, glaucoma, hypertension] where x is ‘male’ 

When the graph motif has a tag followed by an optional genex, it is called a 

“genex motif”. The following genex motifs A & B will match graph motif G. Genex 

motif C will not match graph motif G defined earlier. 

                 graph A { node x +; 

                                  node y ?; }  

                 graph B { node u +;  

                                  node v +; 

                                  edge (u,v); } 

                 graph C { node u {3}; } 

In GraphQL, a graph pattern is composed of a graph motif and a set of predicates 

on the attributes. We borrow this concept to define a prototype graph. A prototype graph 
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is a genex motif with a set of predicates based on the tags. The following graph P is a 

prototype graph. 

                 graph P {   node x + where x.sex = ‘m’; 

                                   node y ? where y.temp > 99; } 

Constraint graphs are prototype graphs used specifically for enforcing transaction-

based restrictions. The predicates on the attributes enforce the restrictions. Constraint 

graphs are useful in three ways. 1) To identify a matching subgraph in a given transaction 

graph 2) for masking specific attributes in selected graphs and 3) for data cleansing by 

applying targeted transformations on specified attributes.  

A constraint graph is used for the purpose of filtering out (or modifying) specific 

attributes or relations in a set of input graphs for transactions. A constraint graph is 

defined as a genex motif or a prototype graph and a set of actions based on the tags. The 

action can take one of the following 3 syntactical forms: 

exists <tag>[.<attribute>] 

eliminate <tag>[.<attribute>] 

substitute <tag>[.<attribute>] =~ /<transform>/ 

4.3.1. ‘exists’ action 

 

A constraint graph with ‘exists’ action is strictly used as a Boolean mechanism to 

qualify a transaction. If all the ‘exists’ conditions are satisfied, the transaction is 

unqualified; i.e., a conjunction of the individual actions. In the case of an unqualified 

transaction, a null graph is returned. Otherwise, the transaction is qualified and the full 
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graph is returned. To demonstrate this concept, consider the constraint graph defined 

below: 

graph C {  node u exists u.name, 

                              exists u.address, 

                              exists u.dob, 

                              exists u.ss; } 

 

Here, the assumption is that name, address, date of birth and social security attributes all 

together in one transaction makes it unqualified. 

4.3.2. ‘eliminate’ action 

 

In the eliminate action, specified attributes are eliminated from matching graphs. 

Each eliminate action is independent of each other. For example, 

graph E {   node x + eliminate x.dob; 

                     node y + where y.country = “USA” eliminate y.id; } 

The ‘eliminate’ action is a disjunction of individual actions. Each one of the individual 

actions in a constraint graph is independent of each other. The ‘eliminate’ action is 

essentially ‘cell suppression’ in Query Restrictions Approach under patient data privacy 

assurance [50]. 

4.3.3. ‘substitute’ action 

 

In this action, a substitution (or transformation) on a given attribute is specified. 

This action is useful in scenarios where data is moved out of a data store and some of the 
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attributes have to be changed (or deformed) so that the confidentiality of data will be 

preserved. A typical use case is when a researcher needs an export of a clinical data 

repository and the data has to be de-identified. The ‘substitute’ action can be used for 

data de-identification process, which is an example of Data Perturbation Approach to 

privacy assurance [50]. 

The format for substitute action is:  

 

          substitute <target>[.<attribute>] =~ /<transform>/ 

 /<transform>/ can be a function or a pattern followed by a replacement pattern. If it is a 

function, it takes the format /fun()/. If it is a pattern replacement, then it takes the form 

/<original>/<replacement>/, where <original> is the pattern that is being replaced by the 

pattern <replacement>. Thus, 

<transform> :: func() | 

                          /<original>/<replacement>/ 

<original> :: regex pattern 

<replacement> :: regex pattern 

<range> :: regex range 

<new_range> :: regex range 

4.4. Experiments 

 

In this experiment, we implemented the constraint graph gateway services as 

control points for enforcing local data attribute policies. The baseline experiment [26] 

used SPECT heart data set of patients from the UCI machine-learning repository. 

Duplicate instances with all 0’s were eliminated and the resulting 256 data instances were 
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distributed randomly to 16 sites, each site getting 16 instances. The baseline query was 

a3a5a8 to select data instances with positive values for a3, a5 and a8. During the 

process, attributes were constrained by suppression from being disclosed. This was done 

by hardcoding attribute suppression in the source code. The results of the baseline 

experiment are shown in the 4th column of Table 4.3. 

When the experiment was re-enacted using constraint graphs, attribute constraints 

were implemented with ‘eliminate’ actions. The layout of gateway services and 

interaction with CH is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2. Constraint graph gateway for local attribute policy enforcement 

Attributes a13 and a10 were independently blocked from 4,12 & 16 sites in 3 

consecutive experiments and DIDT was constructed using 16 leave-one-site-out cross-

validations. Results are shown in the last column of Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3.  Results of constraining an attribute 

attribute 

blocked 

# of sites 

blocking 

cross-

validation 

baseline 

results 

results based on 

constraint graphs 

a13 4,12,16 16 35/37 36/37 

a10 4,12,16 16 30/37 32/37 
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As seen from the last two columns of Table 4.3, these results are consistent with 

the baseline results, thus verifying the working of the actions. The minor differences in 

correctly classified instances between the baseline results and the constraint graph results 

are due to the randomness of data distribution to the sites and consequent aberration in 

cross-validation results. 
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  CHAPTER 5 

AUTO-REDUCTION OF FEATURES IN MEDICAL DATA 

5.1. Introduction 

The DIDT algorithm provides a basis for Distributed Privacy-preserving Clinical 

Decision Support Systems. Even though only statistics of data is used in DIDT, the 

iterative nature of decision tree building process makes it necessary for statistics of all 

attributes other than those that were already used for node splitting to be re-acquired and 

processed. This is costly in terms of data communication overhead. In the case of patient 

diagnosis data, there are many attributes in the schema and so it is inherently expensive 

for information exchange. At the same time, it is observed that a patient visit does not 

have all the diagnosis codes involved. For example, the highest comorbidities in NIS 

2008 dataset are given in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1.  5 Most specific comorbidities among NIS 2008 data set 

Diagnosis Prevalence 

Essential Hypertension 31.20% 

Coronary Atherosclerosis 31.18% 

Cardiac Dysrhythmias 16.80% 

Congestive heart failure 15.14% 

Diabetes mellitus without 

complications 

14.88% 

 

As can be seen from Table 5.1, there are only a couple of diagnoses that have 

above 30% saturation among all the comorbidities. A very similar pattern is seen in the 
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NIS 2005 – 2009 data sets. Consequently, there should be a number of diagnoses that will 

be sparse in a patient record. The non-sparse attributes (reflecting absence of diagnoses) 

will take a constant manifest value or near constant value among all instances. In a 

distributed tree building process, the paths of traversal requires the elimination of one 

attribute at a time for node splitting. In each iteration of the decision tree building, there 

are data communications between all hospitals. If the number of features can be reduced 

from the root node onwards, the communication costs related to the constant or near 

constant features can be contained. The working of DIDT hinges on the information in 

matrices that holds pertinent statistics of the totality of distributed data instances. Those 

matrices at the root level of the decision tree hold enough information to identify 

attributes that are weak or non-contributors to the decision tree and hence provide an 

opportunity to reduce communication as well as computation costs. 

It was observed by Cho & Kurup [51] that decision tree algorithm C4.5 have the 

tendency to eliminate certain features so that they do not show up in the final decision 

tree. However, to our knowledge no work has been done to study this effect and analyze 

how it can be taken advantage of, to reduce computational and communication costs in 

distributed decision tree building. 

Due to large number of features associated with clinical patient records and 

iterative nature of distributed algorithms, exchanging information related to all features is 

expensive. We showed that auto-reduction for features can be achieved with significant 

improvement in communication costs. Auto-reduction was implemented in DIDT [52] 

and experiments were done using Nationwide Inpatient Sample data sets for 2008. 
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5.2. Attributes with Constant Values 

Consider an attribute u that takes a constant value k in all instances. If the classes 

among instances in a node at the ith level of the decision tree for a splitting test are c
1
, c

2
, . 

. . , c
m

 and the number of instances in the classes are n
1
, n

2
, . . . , n

m
, the crosstable matrix 

for u takes the form: [n
1
 n

2
 . . .  n

m
] 

Hence, the information gain at the ith level for attribute u is: 
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Thus, in non-trivial cases, this attribute will not be selected for node split at the 

root or middle node levels and it falls through until the instances are exhausted or it 

reaches a leaf level. If the instances are exhausted, the tree will be complete and attribute 

u has no bearing on the tree. If not, at the leaf level, attribute u and at least one another 

attribute x with identical class distributions will occur. Since the class with maximum 

frequency will be assigned to the leaf, in this case also, attribute u has virtually no effect 

on the decision tree. The net result is that the decision tree is independent of attribute u. 

The above discussion showed that attributes with constant values do not 

contribute to an ID3 decision tree. Consequently, if attributes with constant values are 

eliminated at the very beginning of a decision tree building process, this will save on 

communication costs. The reason is that statistics of data associated with those attributes 

need not be collected from distributed sites at iterations following the root level. 
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5.2.1. Modifications to DIDT 

Based on the above discussion, it is apparent that we can eliminate attributes with 

constant values at the root level. In DIDT algorithm, if the global crosstable matrix for an 

attribute has only one row at the root level, then that attribute can be eliminated from 

further considerations for node selection in the decision tree. Assume that attribute u has 

constant values and the global crosstable matrix at root level is: [n
1
 n

2
 . . .  n

m
] 

Then the logical expression at the root level onwards can be augmented by the Boolean 

expression 

(u = n
1
)  (u = n

2
)  …..    (u = n

m
) 

 

5.2.2. Savings in Communication Costs 

 

Assume that the data is distributed among k sites. Let p denote the number of 

attributes eliminated. Let q the number of nodes in the final decision tree. Based on the 

client server model by Kristhnaswamy et al. [53], the communication cost is 

characterized by:  

(size of data / bandwidth).  

For theoretical considerations, we assume a unit bandwidth. Without loss of 

generality, the communication cost savings then is determined by the factor kpq elements, 

where element refers to an entry in the crosstable matrix. We assume a constant 

computing cycle for an element. 
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5.3. Experiments 

 

Various experiments were performed using the Nationwide Inpatient Sample 

2008 data set.  

5.3.1 Experiment 1 

 

The first experiment was done based on the classification of a patient to be having 

“Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and bronchiectsis” (CCS Code 127) or not. The 

experiment was based on the query: hospst = “TX”  (age > 5  age < 12). 10 hospitals 

had patients that satisfied this query with at least one positive instance and less than 100 

records. In order to do 10-fold cross-validations, we used leave-one-hospital-out method. 

The original DIDT was performed to establish baseline runtime. It was detected that 107 

attributes had constant values (all 0’s) among the instances. So, in the modified DIDT, 

these were eliminated at the root level. The results are shown in Table 5.2.  

Table 5.2.  Comparison of runtimes 

DIDT Number of 

attributes 

 Duration Improvement 

original 259  1m 39.37 s n/a 

modified 153  1m 1.032 s 38.58% 

Table 5.2 shows that eliminataion of 106 attributes with constant values in the 

modified DIDT resulted in a savings of 38.58% in communication costs comapared to the 

baseline cost. The modified DIDT yielded a decision tree identical to the original one. 

As mentioned before in section 5.2.2, the communication costs is dominated by 

kpq. Assuming a constant communication and computation cost for each element, since 
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the number of nodes and hospitals are constants, the communication cost is then 

dominated by the number of attributes p. To demonstrate this linear relationship between 

number of eliminated attributes and the communication cost savings, we eliminiated 

batches of 10’s (or 11’s) of attributes at a time. The result is presented in the scatterplot 

shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1. Relationship between number of attributes and runtime 

 

In Figure 5.1, the number of attributes ranged from 153 to 259 (refer to Table 

5.2). As can be seen from Figure 5.1, the communication cost increases linearly with the 

number of attributes. Note that in all individual cases, the number of sites and the number 

of decision nodes in the tree were constants. This is because the decision trees in all cases 

were virtually the same. 

5.3.2. Experiment 2 

 

In this experiment, we explore the near-constant attributes and how setting a 

threshold for their cut off influence accuracy. The near-constant attributes have a very 

large percentage of constant values. The outlier percentage is practically negligible 

compared to the total data instances. The experiment was done based on the classification 

for a Californian teenage patient to be having “essential hypertension” (CCS Code 98) or 

not. The experiment was based on the query: hospst = “CA”  (age > 12  age < 20). 83 
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hospitals had patients that satisfied this query. The total number of patients was 23052. In 

order to do 10-fold cross-validations, we used the method of banding hospitals into 

megahospitals. 3 megahospitals were formed by randomly selecting 9 hospitals per 

megahospital (without replacement) and 7 megahospitals were formed by randomly 

selecting 8 hospitals per megahospital (without replacement). Leave-one-megahospital-

out cross-validations were performed to establish the baseline values. In this experiment, 

we first computed the baseline values using DIDT. Then the modified auto-elimination 

DIDT algorithm applied. The auto-elimination resulted in reduction of 26 attributes at a 

savings of 11.20% in communication costs with no loss of accuracy. This result is shown 

in the second row of Table 5.3. To explore the option of eliminating attributes that hold 

almost constant values, in 3 experiments, we set the threshold for the positive instances to 

be less than 0.0125%, 0.025% and 0.050%. Positive instances are those data records for 

which patients have “essential hypertension”. Results are shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3.  Comparison of runtimes for small thresholds 

Number of 

Attributes 

Threshold Improvement in 

communication costs 

Accuracy 

259  n/a 96.36% 

233 0.00% 11.20% 96.36% 

225 0.0125% 13.41% 96.34% 

220 0.0025% 16.54% 96.34% 

208 0.050% 21.77% 96.34% 

As can be seen from Table 5.3, setting small thresholds upto 0.050% had 

practially very negligible effect on accuracy, but with better savings in communication 

costs. To study the trade-off in relaxing the threshold for higher values, we set the 

thresholds at 1% to 5% and computed the accuracies. The result is shown in the 

scatterplot in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2. Scatterplot of threshold vs accuracy 

 

As can be seen from Figure 5.2, the accuracy is stable until a threshold of 2%. 

After that, the accuracy starts to fade off. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COLLABORATIVE MODELS 

6.1. Hospitals with Insufficient Instances 

A prediction model built dynamically using patient data from multiple hospitals 

can serve as a tool for suggestive knowledge in clinical decision support. Such a tool that 

accommodates queries based on attributes of interest is helpful in building a targeted 

model from multiple hospitals when a local clinical data repository does not have 

sufficient number of records to draw conclusions from. For e.g., a particular patient may 

be an outlier in the physician’s practice and so it would help to obtain information 

relevant to diagnosis and treatment from external hospitals. Another scenario is the case 

of a patient with rare disease. In these cases, dynamically mining the collective 

distributed space of similar hospitals in a collaborative fashion can possibly lead to a 

quite useful decision making model. 

From a clinical practice perspective, there is interest in building decision support 

systems that can harness the power of collective intelligence from multiple hospitals 

using the power of Internet [54]. Data privacy can be accomplished in distributed 

environments by employing cryptographic protocols. Privacy preserving distributed 

clustering has been demonstrated using Healthcare data [55] in this manner. A simpler 
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privacy preserving distributed model building mechanism can be based on algorithms 

that use just the statistics of the patient data from multiple hospitals. Such algorithms do 

not require sophisticated cryptographic infrastructures. Prediction models built in a 

distributed fashion are valuable tools in medical practice. Since the information to be 

mined is seeded by the attributes of the patients at hand, a mechanism to query based on 

the “attributes of interest” [9] will be helpful. The objective here is to help draw 

conclusions on a certain diagnosis using shared statistics from multiple hospitals when 

there are not enough samples locally. 

6.2. Predictive Models 

Theory and experimental results of two methods of predictive model building that 

can be used by hospitals when they do not have sufficient number of samples locally to 

build good prediction models for diagnosis are presented here. First method uses DIDT to 

build prediction models collaboratively with other hospitals [56] and preliminary 

empirical exploration of this method was done on a single data set (NIS 2009). The study 

was extended to two additional NIS patient data sets from years 2007 & 2008 [57]. The 

second method uses the prediction model from a hospital with enough samples and 

having certain signature. It is a common practice for small hospitals to associate with 

larger hospitals for better bargaining power in business world and for leveraging access 

to additional medical resources. In such instances, it is possible that the bigger hospital 

may have sufficient number of patient records to build a prediction model that the smaller 

hospital can use. The profile of such hospitals with large number of data instances whose 

prediction models can help hospitals handicapped with insufficient data is characterized. 
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It is empirically shown that these models can provide good accuracy compared to the 

models in the first method. Additionally, the statistical significance of the models based 

on the two methods is assessed and the acceptability is validated. 

6.3. Details of Empirical Study 

Our study was focused on patients with “Diabetes mellitus without 

complications” (CCS code 49) in NIS 2009 data set, on patients with “Chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease and bronchiectasis” (CCS code 127) in NIS 2008 data set 

and on “Congestive heart failure; nonhypertensive” (CCS Code 108) in NIS 2007 data 

set. 

Cross-validation is done by leave-one-mega-hospital-out method. A mega-

hospital is formed by logically banding together a random selection of a given number of 

hospitals. Age attribute was categorized using a binning process. A range of 8 years 

(starting with ages 0-7) was used for one bin. The 2009 NIS data set had up to 25 CCS 

codes per hospitalization record, while the 2007-2008 NIS data sets had up to 15 CCS 

codes per record. All the 259 CCS codes were represented as binary attributes in each 

instance for experiments. For a given hospitalization record, the value of the binary 

attribute corresponding to a CCS code was set as 1 or 0 depending on the presence or 

absence of the CCS code in the record. In our classification, we used 262 attributes for 

each hospitalization record. These were: Age, Race, Sex and the 259 binary attributes for 

CCS codes. The selection of these attributes was influenced by Khalilia et al.’s work 

[58]. Values for the attribute ‘race’ was missing from some states. In our study, we 

excluded hospitals from these states. Even in the non-excluded hospitals from other 
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states, the attribute values for ‘race’ were missing from a portion of the records. In these 

cases, we included only data instances for patient records that had all the attributes 

present. 

6.4. Experiments 

6.4.1. Pre-processing 

 

The SPSS load program from the AHRQ-HCUP web site was used to load the 

NIS 2007-2009 data files into SPSS Statistics software (Ver. 19) from IBM. From SPSS, 

we exported data records as comma separated values (csv) based text files. These csv 

files were parsed using PERL scripts and corresponding arff format files were created. 

‘arff’ is a data input format used by Weka software.  

Since we were using the NIS data sets and not live patient databases from real 

hospitals, the patient data corresponding to each hospital within the NIS data set was 

extracted and loaded into individual databases in one-one mapping – one neo4j 

opensource graph database per hospital. The experiments were done as a simulation using 

this group of databases that provided a virtual distributed environment of hospitals. The 

symptoms associated with a patient visit were represented as the labeled vertices of a 

graph. 

6.4.2. Baseline Experiment using NIS 2009 Data Set 

 

The baseline experiment dealt with the problem of classifying patients with or 

without “Diabetes mellitus without complications” using NIS 2009 data set. Only 
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hospitals with all 262 attributes present were taken into account. There were 902 such 

hospitals. Local models were built for these 902 hospitals using 10-fold cross-validations. 

The distribution of the resulted accuracy ranges is shown in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1.  Spread of prediction accuracies across 902 hospitals having diabetes records  

Accuracy ranges Count of hospitals 

could not build 

classifier 

5 
below 50% 1 

50% - 60% 17 

60% - 70% 86 

70% - 80% 411 

80% - 90% 353 

90% - 100% 29 

 

As observed from Table 6.1, 23 hospitals had local models with less than 60% 

accuracy. To further evaluate the distribution in this range so as to identify possible 

improvements, patient records from these 23 hospitals were tallied into ranges as shown in 

Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2.  Distribution of hospitals having less than 60% accuracies in local prediction 

models 

Count of 
patient 
records 

Count of 
hospitals 

1-100 11 
101-200 2 
201-300 4 
301-400 4 
401-500 1 
501-600 1 

 

As can be observed from Table 6.2, the prevalence of hospitals in this group had 

less than 100 patient records. So, we decided to focus on this group of 11 hospitals, each 

of which had less than 100 patient records. Of these 11 hospitals, 5 could not build local 

models and 2 had less than 3 records. Using less than 3 records from one hospital can 
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possibly lead to reverse-identifying individual patient(s) in a distributed system. Hence, 

we decided to leave out these hospitals from our study. Thus we targeted the 9 hospitals 

having less than 100 patient records. We generated local decision trees with 10-fold cross-

validations. The results are as shown in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3.  Spread of prediction accuracies across hospitals having less than 100 patient 
records with diabetes feature 

Count of patient records Count of hospitals Local prediction 

accuracy 1 - 10 3 - 
25 - 50 2 56% - 60% 
51 - 75 3 48.48% - 58.06% 
76 - 100 1 57.5% 

 
 

Average local prediction accuracy among the 9 target hospitals was calculated using: 

53.08%

hospitals9allininstancestotal

hospitals9allininstancesclassifiedcorrectlyofcount



 

DIDT algorithm performed on the same set of hospitals yielded an accuracy of 

63%, an improvement of 9.92%. For comparison with equivalent centralized model, data 

from all 9 hospitals were combined centrally and decision tree was built on this data using 

same cross-validation splits as the one used by DIDT to avoid cross-validation mismatch. 

This resulted in an accuracy of 64.07% and is recorded in Table 6.4 (second row).  

Table 6.4.  Prediction accuracies for 9 hospitals having less than 100 records 

Method Accuracy Count of incorrectly 

diagnosed patients 

Average of local 

predictions 

53.08% 159* 

DIDT 63% 138 

Centralized equivalent 64.07% 136 

*: 16 patients from the 3 hospitals that could not build local models were excluded from 
this count 
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It is seen from Table 6.4 that DIDT gives empirical result close to its centralized 

equivalent. The aberration in the result is due to the fact that multiple attributes can have 

identical information gains and so any one of them can be chosen for a given node split. 

Consequently the distributed tree is not necessarily identical to the corresponding 

centralized one. However, the big advantage of DIDT over its centralized equivalent is 

that no raw patient record is required from the hospitals - only statistics of the patient data 

is needed. The centralized tree building requires raw patient data from all hospitals in a 

central location and is costly in terms of data communication costs as well as in terms of 

data privacy.  

The statistics of not harming patients by improved diagnosis using DIDT is shown 

in the last column of Table 6.4. These results show another advantage of using DIDT. The 

number of patients incorrectly classified is quite less with DIDT in comparison to what 

local models do on their own; even after excluding the 16 patients that could not be 

classified by the local models from the count and accounting for them in DIDT. The 

collaborative distributed model we used reduced the misclassification from 159 to 138 

effectively providing accurate early diagnostics to 37 additional patients. 

As observed from the values in Table 6.4, employing DIDT resulted in an 

improvement of 9.92% in accuracy. We postulated that this method gives the best net 

improvement in accuracy. To validate this hypothesis, improvements in accuracies were 

computed when hospitals collaborate with hospitals having higher number of similar 

patient records. This was done using DIDT algorithm to generate the corresponding 

decision trees on related patient records from the 9 hospitals augmented by the hospitals in 
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the corresponding tier. The resulting improvements in accuracies for various tiers are 

shown in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5.  Improvements in accuracies contributed by DIDT among hospitals having 
less than 1000 records 

Count of patient 

records 

Count of 

hospitals 

Increase in accuracy 

contributed by DIDT 

1 - 100 9 9.92% 
1 – 250 12 4.92% 
1 - 500 19 1.49% 
1 - 1000 20 0.37% 

 

It is seen from Table 6.5 that the net improvement in accuracy was best when the 

disadvantaged hospitals with less than 100 patient records used DIDT to build a 

distributed prediction model. Collaboration of hospitals with insufficient number of data 

with hospitals having larger number of records did not contribute to improve the accuracy 

substantially. A visual representation of this trend is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

 
 

Figure 6.1.  Plot of accuracies across increasing resolutions among hospitals 

 

Hospitals having large number of patient records to build local models tend to 

fare better on their own since they can build prediction models specific to their patients. 
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6.4.3. Experiments Based on NIS 2007-2008 Data Sets 

 

In line with the baseline experiment, we conducted two other classification 

studies. First problem was classifying patients with or without “congestive heart failure” 

(CCS code 108) using NIS 2007 data set. Second problem was classifying patients with 

or without “chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and bronchiectasis“ (CCS code 127) 

using NIS 2008 data set. The experiments were based on data from hospitals with all 262 

attributes present. There were 757 hospitals in the NIS 2007 data set and 855 hospitals in 

the NIS 2008 data set with data instances having non-missing values for age, sex and 

race. In line with the baseline experiment, local models for these hospitals with less than 

100 patient records were generated with 10-fold cross-validations and those hospitals 

with less than 60% accuracy were identified. The results are shown in the 4th column of 

Table 6.6. Note that in following tables, result from baseline experiment is also added for 

easy comparison. 

Table 6.6.   Accuracies for hospitals with less than 100 records using local models and 
DIDT 

NIS data 

year 

CCS 

Code 

Count of 

hospitals 

Average Local 

Model Accuracy 

DIDT Accuracy 

2007 108 6 51.59% 61.90% 
2008 127 5 59.09% 66.09% 
2009 49 9 53.08% 63.00% 

 

 

Applying DIDT with leave-one-hospital-out cross-validation, we got the results 

shown in the last column of Table 6.6.  It is observed from last two columns of Table 6.6 

that the improvements in accuracies are consistent with the baseline experiment. The 

statistics of not harming patients by improved diagnosis is shown in Table 6.7.  
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Table 6.7.   Distribution of incorrect diagnosis of patients for hospitals with less than 100 
records 

NIS Year Using Local 

Models 

 Using DIDT 

2007 54* 47 

 2008 72* 57 
2009 159* 138 

*: excluding patients from hospitals without local models 
 
 

As can be seen from Table 6.7, the improvements in statistics of not harming 

patients are also consistent with the baseline results. 

6.5. Dimension Reduction 

 

The next experiment was oriented towards reducing the dimension of the patient 

data. It was observed that some comorbidities do not exist among the aggregated data set. 

Hence attributes corresponding to these symptoms were eliminated, resulting in much 

reduced dimensions as shown in Table 6.8. 

Table 6.8.   Distribution of prediction accuracies after dimension reduction for hospitals 
with less than 100 diagnosis-related records 

NIS data 

year 

Reduction in 

number of features 

Prior 

DIDT 

Lower dimension 

DIDT 

2007 129 61.90% 61.90% 
2008 126 66.09% 65.51% 
2009 91 63.00% 63.00% 

 

 

Comparing the columns in Table 6.8 for prior DIDT and lower dimension DIDT, it 

is observed that the accuracy with reduced dimension remains very close to the prior even 

after considerable reduction in dimension. 
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6.6. Prediction Models of Other Hospitals 

 

A natural follow up question is, whether there are local models from hospitals 

with large number of instances that can serve as good prediction models for hospitals 

with insufficient data. If such models exist, what are their profiles? Note that a 

predication model does not contain any patient information and so it can be passed to 

another site without any privacy violations. To explore this idea, we considered hospitals 

with high accuracy (>95%), high number of positive instances and high Area Under 

Curve (AUC). The interest in higher number of positives is due to the fact that patients 

have multiple comorbidities and hence positive class instances for the diagnosis of 

interest tend to be much lower.  

First, we identified hospitals with greater than 95% accuracy. These hospitals 

were ranked based on two factors: the number of positive instances and the AUC. 

Weights were assigned based on ranking and the weighted average was calculated 

between number of positive instances and AUC. We only considered the top 5 ranks. For 

rank r, the weight was 1 – (r - 1) * 0.10 = 1.10 – r * 0.10. For example, in the NIS 2007 

data set for CCS Code 108, the distribution of accuracy, number of positive instances and 

the AUC of top 4 hospitals are as shown below in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9.   Distribution of number of positives and AUC for hospitals with greater than 
95% accuracy in NIS 2007 data set 

Hospid Accuracy Number of positives AUC Weighted average 

12323 96.43% 549 0.67 0.9 

36194 97.63% 385 0.66 0.8 

6558 95.12% 312 0.76 0.9 

6577 95.48% 238 0.69 0.8 
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For the entry with hospid 12323, the rank for number of positives is 1, while the 

rank for AUC is 4. Hence, the weighted average is (1.10-1*0.10 + 1.10-3*0.10)/2, which 

is 0.9. The model with the highest weighted average is chosen. For the purpose of this 

discussion, we call this model the weighted model. Using this method, we identified 

hospitals in the previous 3 experiments with accuracy greater than 95%. From these lists, 

hospitals were ranked and the weighted models were selected. Using these weighted 

prediction models to classify instances in the hospitals with insufficient data for years 

2007-2009 resulted in accuracies shown in Table 6.10. 

Table 6.10.   Prediction accuracies of DIDT and weighted models for hospitals with less 
than 100 diabetes-related records 

NIS 

data 

year 

CCS 

Code 

DIDT 

Accuracy 

Weighted Model 

Accuracy 

2007 108 61.90% 63.27% 

2008 127 66.09% 66.66% 

2009 49 63.00% 66.49% 

 

 

Based on the results in Table 6.10 we observe that the weighted model gives 

accuracy better than the collaboratively built DIDT model. 

6.7. Statistical Significance 

 

In this section, we statistically evaluate the significance of the models developed 

in section 6.6 compared to the ones in section 6.4.3. 

Assume there are k crossvalidations. Let di be the difference in error rates 

between the decision trees in sections 6.4.3 and 6.6 at ith crossvalidation. Since we do a 

leave-one-hospital-out crossvalidation, the number of instances are not consistent among 
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the training/testing sets across crossvalidations. To compensate for this aberration, we use 

the weighted mean: 
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Then the confidence interval dt
cv is determined by: 

dt
cv =    t(1-),k-1  weighted 

 

Here t(1-),k-1 is the t-distribution co-efficient with k-1 degrees of freedom and confidence 

level (1-α). Using these formulas, the confidence intervals for the models in Table 6.10 at 

95% confidence level are shown in Table 6.11. 

Table 6.11.   Confidence intervals 

NIS data CCS Code  weighted dt
cv 

2007 108 0.22 0.13 (-0.04,0.48) 

2008 127 0.10 0.19 (-0.31,0.51) 

2009 49 0.10 0.11 (-0.10,0.30) 

 

As can be seen from Table 6.11, in all cases, the confidence interval span zero and 

so the error rates are not statistically significant. 
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CHAPTER 7 

IMBALANCED DATA 

7.1. Background 

There are situations where there could be very few or none of similar records in 

the local database to draw conclusions from. For e.g., the medical conditions of a patient 

can be a rare occurrence. However, it is very likely that such records exist in other sites, 

though few in numbers in individual sites. In such rare conditions, there will be huge 

imbalance in classes among the relevant base population. We present a system where 

statistics of the data from various sites can be used to detect the class imbalance problem 

and build a classification model that gives much improved balanced accuracy compared 

to baseline model. Our model building uses oversampling of the rare class data and as-

needed undersampling of the abundant class instances [59]. The model we build is an 

ensemble of decision trees. 

7.2. Related Works 

 

Data mining techniques for classification have been previously applied to public 

medical data. Support Vector Machine [60] was used for diabetes related hospitalization 

prediction. An enhancement to the Support Vector Machine – Recursive Feature 

Elimination (SVM-RFE) method has been proposed [61] to optimally estimate disease 
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risk. These algorithms work well in balanced data sets. The class imbalance problem in 

classification is well documented [62]. A class imbalance occurs when the number of 

data instances that belongs to one class is very large while very few data instances belong 

to the other class. For example, a local clinical database may have one or zero prior 

record of syncope (ICD-9M code 7802). Stratified Brier score [63, 64] is a metric for 

measuring probability calibration under imbalance condition. Algorithms that address 

class imbalance problems [65] appear in literature. Khalilia et al. apply Random Forest 

technique for disease prediction. An improved model using fuzzy membership based on 

ICD-9 codes was later proposed [66]. However, all these require raw patient data and 

cannot be used in privacy preserving systems. Also, these algorithms are centralized in 

nature and not designed for distributed systems. DHDT (Distributed Hierarchical 

Decision Tree) and DIDT are distributed classification algorithms that preserve data 

privacy. However, neither one of these algorithms is designed for dealing with 

imbalanced data. Our focus is on a privacy-preserving algorithm for imbalanced data that 

can work in a distributed environment. 

The proposed system uses a decision model based on voting by an ensemble of 

classifiers. Ensemble systems [67, 68] consider the decisions of multiple experts to make 

a final decision. In those scenarios where sufficient representative samples of one class 

are not available in the data, resampling with replacement can be used for drawing 

subsets of the insufficient class data. Each of these subsets can be combined with 

subsamples of the sufficient representative class to train a different classifier. Combining 

these classifiers create an ensemble [69]. The decision of the ensemble is based on the 

final vote tallied by assigning weights to the decisions of individual classifiers. In our 
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system, each individual classifier is assigned the same voting weight. We use DIDT for 

building each one of the experts. 

7.3. General Overview 

 

The principle behind the system is explained here using the case of a rare patient. 

When a patient with a rare instance shows up, the medical practitioner can use the 

constraints around the patient’s clinical attributes to dynamically build a decision model. 

Then the current patient attributes can be used as inputs to the decision model. The 

general working of the system is as follows: 

A medical professional interested in making a decision based on certain attributes 

of interest and their associated constraints submits the query to the system. This 

information is passed to the CH. The CH picks a certain number of hospitals and passes 

along the query to the local agents. An individual agent (on behalf of the hospital) has the 

option to participate in the process or not. Also, hospitals with insufficient number of 

instances will be eliminated from the process. After these initial negotiations, the count of 

hospitals participating in the process will be known. The participating agents at the 

individual hospitals use the query to find matching instances from the local database and 

respond back to the CH with matrices for the class distribution. This matrix is a single 

row matrix with the number of records in each class in a predetermined order. In the 

discussions to follow, we refer to “positive” class as the class under consideration and 

“negative” class refer to instances not in the positive class. For example, [12 3456] 

suggests that 12 positive class instances and 3456 negative instances meet the query 

criteria. If the total number of instances in a hospital is less than 4, that hospital is 
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excluded from further participation. This is because of the possibility that statistics of 

small number of instances can be reverse engineered to identify patients. Also, if a 

hospital has no positive instances, we exclude them from further participation. These 

policies can be implemented at the local agent level in such a way that if the exclusion 

conditions are met locally, the agent can inform the CH that it is opting out. In the 

discussions to follow, we refer to the totality of all instances matching the query over all 

the hospitals after the exclusions as the constrained data space. The CH aggregates the 

individual local matrices received from the agents to estimate the balance of class 

distribution globally. If the ratio of positive to negative samples is below a set threshold, 

imbalance of class is in effect and a voting ensemble model is constructed. Otherwise, a 

regular distributed decision tree algorithm can be applied. The voting ensemble model is 

made up of distributed decision trees that are constructed using DIDT. Note that the 

imbalance is taken into consideration at the CH level for simplicity. It is possible that at a 

few individual hospital levels there is no imbalance, while there is imbalance at the CH 

level. An extension to this more general situation is easy to design. During the ensemble 

building process, the CH aggregates global crosstable matrices, calculates global 

information gains, selects the attribute for node splitting, keeps track of partial decision 

trees between iterations and generates subqueries for down level sub-trees. 

In order to create multiple experts, at the individual participating hospital level, 

the negative and positive instances that are part of the constrained data space have to be 

processed in a specific way. In each hospital, groups of multiples of (m+1) instances are 

made in such a way that for 1 positive instance, m negative instances are selected. To 

simplify presentation in this article and the experiments, we will use m=3. These 
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groupings are repeated in a cyclic fashion. More formally, let there be k participating 

hospitals with pi positives and ni negatives that satisfy the query in the ith hospital. Let 𝑃𝑖 

denote the corresponding set of positives and 𝑁𝑖 the related set of negatives. Let 𝑁1
𝑖, 

𝑁2
𝑖, 𝑁3

𝑖, …. be a random selection of 3pi negative instances without replacement from 𝑁𝑖. 

We combine 𝑃𝑖 with each of the selected subsets of 𝑁𝑖. If there are less than 3pi instances 

for the last selection, then randomly select additional instances from 𝑁𝑖 to have 3pi 

instances. Arranging them in order, we get the layout:  𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝑁1
𝑖 ,  𝑃𝑖 ∪ 𝑁2

𝑖,  𝑃𝑖  ∪ 𝑁3
𝑖, ….   

For e.g. assume that there are 2 positives and 16 negatives in the constrained data space 

in a hospital. In this case, 6 (2×3) random negatives without replacement are to be 

combined with the 2 positives in successive collections. The first two sets will get 12 

negatives and so the third set will have only 4 negatives left. Hence, 2 negatives have to 

be picked randomly from the original 16 negatives so as to have 6 instances in the third 

set. One possible selection gives the visual layout shown in Figure 7.1, where squares 

represent instances with positive classes and circles represent instances with negative 

classes. 

 
 

Figure 7.1. A possible layout for 2 positive and 16 negative instances 

 

Stacking all the local layouts based on the selections from the k hospitals in order, we get 

the arrangement in Figure 7.2. In this arrangement, row i corresponds to the layout from 

hospital i. 
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      𝑆1                 𝑆2                  𝑆3 

 
                             𝑃1 ∪ 𝑁1

1       𝑃1 ∪ 𝑁2
1        𝑃1  ∪  𝑁3

1       … 
                             𝑃2 ∪ 𝑁1

2       𝑃2 ∪ 𝑁2
2        𝑃2  ∪  𝑁3

2       … 
                               𝑃3 ∪ 𝑁1

3       𝑃3 ∪ 𝑁2
3        𝑃3  ∪  𝑁3

3       … 

        ⋮                    ⋮                     ⋮ 
                               𝑃𝑘 ∪ 𝑁1

𝑘       𝑃𝑘 ∪ 𝑁2
𝑘        𝑃𝑘  ∪  𝑁3

𝑘      … 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Layout of the repeated positives and random negatives from all hospitals 

 

The totality of instances in each column contributes to a distributed collection 𝑆𝑗 

of instances from the k hospitals. A distributed decision tree 𝐷𝑇𝑗 that spans 𝑆𝑗 can be built 

using DIDT. These decision trees 𝐷𝑇𝑗’s are combined to form an ensemble of classifiers 

where the weight for voting is the same among the individual classifiers. One issue to be 

addressed is the number of classifiers to be constructed. The number of classifiers that 

constitute the ensemble are built incrementally starting with 1 and adding 2 at a time. At 

each stage, the Balanced Accuracy is calculated for the ensemble of all classifiers thus 

far. That is, Balanced Accuracy is calculated for ensembles of 1,3, 5, 7, … of classifiers; 

where the ensemble at any stage is made up of the classifiers from the previous stage plus 

2 new classifiers. There are two scenarios with the Balanced Accuracies. First one is 

where a maximum Balanced Accuracy is reached at some stage and the immediately 

following ensembles have lower Balanced Accuracies. In the second case, the Balanced 

Accuracies increases and tend to converge to a limit. 

In the first case, after the local maximum Balanced Accuracy is reached, the next 

2 sets of ensembles do not produce better Balanced Accuracies. That is, we observe a 

sequence of 3 ensembles with first one having maximum Balanced Accuracy. In the case 

of converging Balanced Accuracies, a sequence of 3 consecutive ensembles will have 

Balanced Accuracies very close to each other; i.e. they differ from each other by a small 
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delta value. These two cases can be accommodated in a generalized testing condition for 

the algorithm to stop as follows: 

Let ∆ be a predefined small value. When the maximum Balanced Accuracy 

MaxBA is observed at an ensemble MaxENS and the Balanced Accuracies at the next 2 

ensembles are less than MaxBA+∆, the algorithm stops selecting MaxENS.  

7.4. Formal Description 

 

The complete processing from start of the query to voting ensemble assembly is 

done in 2 phases. In the first phase, initializations are done by the CH. In the second 

phase the ensemble construction takes place. 

Phase 1: Starts when a new query Q arrives at the CH 

 

01. CH identify hospitals to participate 

02. CH send participation request and query Q to selected hospital agents 

03. Complete opt out process 

04. CH collects initial class distribution matrices from all participating agents 

05. Eliminate hospitals with insufficient data and finalize list of participating 

hospitals 

06. CH estimates data imbalance based on a preset threshold 

07. If imbalance condition is detected,  

          proceed with step 08 

 else 

          use a regular distributed classification process and finish 

08. Agents do random 3pi negative selections and complete the layout 
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09. Agents confirm readiness to CH 

Phase 2: Starts after confirming readiness from all participating agents 

 

10. CH initiates DIDT using Q as the seed query to build 1 expert 

11. The Balanced Accuracy is computed using the ensemble of 1 expert 

12. Denote this expert as MaxENS and the Balanced Accuracy as MaxBA. 

13. MaxENS→next = MaxENS→next→next = null; 

14. Initialize ∆ 

15. While (more experts to be built) { 

                       if ( MaxENS→next is null ) { 

                               CH initiates DIDT using Q as the seed query to build 1 more expert 

                               CH adds the expert to the ensemble.  

                               Denote this expert as MaxENS→next. 

                               The corresponding Balanced Accuracies is MaxENS→nextBA. 

                       } 

                       if ( MaxENS→next→next is null )  { 

                               CH initiates DIDT using Q as the seed query to build 1 more expert 

                               CH adds the expert to the ensemble.  

                               Denote this as MaxENS→next→next and the  

                                           Balanced Accuracy as MaxENS→next→nextBA. 

                       } 

                       if ( ( MaxENS→nextBA <= MaxBA+∆ )  

                           and ( MaxENS→next→nextBA <= MaxBA+∆ ) )  { 

                               no more experts to build; MaxENS is the final ensemble;  
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                       }  

                       else  { 

                               if ( ( MaxENS→next→nextBA > MaxBA ) and  

                                 ( MaxENS→next→nextBA > MaxENS→nextBA ) )  { 

                                       MaxENS = MaxENS→next→nextBA; 

                                       MaxBA = MaxENS→next→nextBA; 

                                       MaxENS→nextBA = MaxENS→next→nextBA = 0; 

                                       MaxENS→next = MaxENS→next→next = null; 

                               } 

                               else if ( MaxENS→nextBA > MaxBA )  {                        

                                       MaxENS = MaxENS→next; 

                                       MaxENS→next = MaxENS→next→next; 

                                       MaxENS→next→next = null; 

                                       MaxBA = MaxENS→nextBA; 

                                       MaxENS→nextBA = MaxENS→next→nextBA = 0;   

                               } 

                     } 

             } 

             End while 

16. End of algorithm 
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7.5. Experiments and Results 

 

All experiments were done using NIS 2009 data sets. In order to compare the 

accuracy of results, we use the concept of balanced accuracy, where  

𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  1

2
(𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦). 

In the following experiments, imbalance threshold was set at 2.50%. 10-fold 

crossvalidations were used in all experiments. For keeping crossvalidations to 10, 

suitable number of hospitals were randomly selected and logically grouped into bands. 

Leave-one-band-out method was applied for 10-fold crossvalidations. The baseline 

experiments were done using DIDT, which being a Privacy Preserving Data Mining 

algorithm qualifies as a Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) algorithm. Thus, we are 

comparing results of our ensemble SMC algorithm to the baseline SMC algorithm viz. 

DIDT. For consistency in comparing baseline DIDT and ensemble model results, the 

random selection of hospitals, bands and testing sets for 10-fold crossvalidations were 

kept the same in both cases for all experiments. 

The attributes of interest and constraints were used to create a seed query that was 

used to select data instances from the hospitals. The selected instances constituted the 

constrained data space. 262 attributes were selected for each instance; these were the 259 

CCS code representations, age, sex and ethnicity. One of the 259 CCS codes is the label 

used for classification. 

The ∆ for convergence test was set at 0.1%. 
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7.5.1. Experiment 1 

 

The attributes of interest were age and race.  

The constraints were: age between 20 and 41; race code is 5 (Native American). 

The problem was: to classify patients in the constrained population as with or without  

                              Gastrointestinal Hemorrhage (CCS code 153). 

There were 49 hospitals with positive class instances and having more than 4 instances 

that satisfied the query: (age > 20 && age < 41) && (race-code = 5). In the constrained 

data space, there were 127 positive and 8089 negative instances. This accounts for 1.55% 

of positives, which is less than the 2.50% threshold. Hence imbalance condition is 

satisfied. 

7.5.1.A. Baseline Experiment 

 
DIDT was applied to these 49 hospitals in the constrained data space. 10 bands of 

hospitals were created by randomly picking 5 hospitals per band into 9 bands and the 

remaining 4 into the 10th band. Leave-one-band-out 10-fold crossvalidations using DIDT 

resulted in balanced average accuracy of 59.39%. 

7.5.1.B. Ensemble Method Experiment 

 
For fair comparison with the baseline experiment, same random order of hospitals 

was used. We did 10-fold crossvalidations, using the ensembles of classifiers per 

crossvalidation. Corresponding to each training set in the baseline experiment, experts 
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were built using DIDT per crossvalidation. Testing sets for each crossvalidation was kept 

the same as the ones from the baseline experiment. 

Starting with 1 expert and adding 2 experts at a time, we got results shown in Table 7.1.  

 

Table 7.1. Results of experiment 7.5.1 

Number of Experts Balanced Accuracy 

1 0.7806 

3 0.7954 

5 0.7970 

7 0.8254 

9 0.8268 

11 0.8369 

13 0.8296 

15 0.8376 

 
 

The plot of balanced accuracies for 1, 3, 5, 7, … experts are shown in Figure 7.3. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3. Scatter plot of Count of Experts in the Ensemble vs. Balanced Accuracy 

 

 

As seen from Table 7.3, the ensemble with 11 experts had maximum balanced 

accuracy so far. Also, 13 and 15 experts did not produce balanced accuracies more than 

0.8369+∆ = 0.8369+0.1% (i.e. 0.8379). Hence, the ensemble with 11 experts and 

balanced accuracy 83.69% was chosen. 

7.5.2. Experiment 2 

 
The attributes of interest were age and state.  
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The constraints were: age between 39 and 51; hospital state is one of GA, SC, and VA. 

The problem was: to classify patients in the constrained population as with or without 

Peripheral and visceral atherosclerosis (CCS code 114). 

64 hospitals satisfied the participation criteria and the query: (age > 39 && age < 51) && 

(hospital-state in {‘GA’,’SC’,’VA’}). In the constrained data space, there were 1259 

positive and 60272 negative instances. This accounts for 2.05% of positives, which is less 

than the 2.50% threshold and hence the imbalance condition is in effect. 

7.5.2.A. Baseline Experiment 

 

7 hospitals were randomly picked per band to from 4 bands and the remaining 36 

hospitals were grouped into 6 bands of 6 randomly selected hospitals. DIDT using 10-

fold crossvalidations by leave-one-band-out method resulted in a balanced average 

accuracy of 54.48%. 

7.5.2.B. Ensemble Method Experiment 

 

Keeping the same random order of hospitals and training/testing sets as baseline 

experiment, 10-fold crossvalidations with ensembles of 1,3,5,7,… resulted in balanced 

accuracies shown in Table 7.2.  

 

Table 7.2. Results of experiment 7.5.2 

Number of Experts Balanced Accuracies 

1 0.6370 

11 0.6773 

13 0.6816 

15 0.6781 

17 0.6803 
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As seen from Table 7.2, the ensemble with 13 experts had maximum balanced 

accuracy so far and the ensembles with 15 and 17 experts did not produce balanced 

accuracies better than 0.6816+∆ (i.e. 0.6826). Thus the final selection was the ensemble 

with 11 experts. 

7.5.3. Experiment 3 

 

The attributes of interest were age and state.  

The constraints were: age between 27 and 40; hospital state is CA. 

The problem was: to classify patients in the constrained population as with or without 

Pancreatic disorders (not diabetes) - CCS code 152. 

There were 75 qualifying hospitals that satisfied the query: (age > 27 && age < 40) && 

(hospital-state is ‘CA’). 2190 positive and 108052 negative instances in the constrained 

data space accounts for 1.99% of positives, which is less than the 2.50% threshold, 

resulting in imbalance condition. 

7.5.3.A. Baseline Experiment 

 

10 bands of hospitals were created by randomly picking 8 hospitals per band for first 5 

bands and 7 hospitals per band into second set of 5 bands. 10-fold cross-validations by 

leave-one-band-out method using DIDT result in a balanced average accuracy of 56.18%. 
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7.5.3.B. Ensemble Method Experiment 

 

Keeping the same order of hospitals and training/testing sets as baseline experiment, 10-

fold crossvalidations with ensembles of 1,3,5,… gave results in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3. Results of experiment 7.5.3 

Number of Experts Balanced Accuracies 

25 0.8064 

27 0.8067 

29 0.8057 

 

As seen from Table 7.3, the ensemble with 25 experts had the maximum balanced 

accuracy so far and the ensembles with 27 and 29 experts did not produce balanced 

accuracies better than 0.8064+∆ (i.e. 0.8074). Thus, the algorithm stops with selection of 

25 experts and balanced accuracy 80.64%. 

7.6. Comparison of Results 

 

Table 7.4. Summary of prediction statistics (1) 

Experiment Balanced prediction accuracy Matthew’s Correlation 

Co-efficient 

Baseline Ensemble Improvement Baseline Ensemble 

1 59.39% 83.69% 24.30% 0.17 0.22 

2 54.48% 68.16% 13.68% 0.08 0.12 

3 56.18% 80.64% 24.46% 0.12 0.24 

 

 

Table 7.5. Summary of prediction statistics (2) 

Experiment Sensitivity Specificity 
 Baseline Ensemble Baseline Ensemble 

1 0.20 0.84 0.98 0.83 

2 0.11 0.60 0.97 0.77 

3 0.14 0.75 0.98 0.87 
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As can be surmised from Tables 7.4 and 7.5, the ensemble-based experiments 

gave improvements in balanced prediction accuracies ranging from 13.68% to as much as 

24.46% over baseline experiments. These significant improvements were achieved by 

preserving data privacy. MCC also showed improvements. By repeated grouping of 

positive instances with negative instances in a ratio of 1:3 and using the decisions of 

multiple experts, the errors in classification by a single classifier in the baseline is 

improved substantially by smoothing out over multiple experts’ opinions. 
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CONCLUSION 

The DIDT algorithm was outlined to aid in decision-making when data is distributed 

among multiple sites and shipping raw data out from the individual sites is impractical 

due to regulatory and legal issues. This algorithm for a distributed decision support 

system can protect privacy of individual’s data. A theoretical proof was provided for the 

fact that the distributed algorithm gives the same result as its centralized equivalent. It 

was also empirically shown that the DIDT algorithm gives results that are consistent with 

the results generated by centralized ID3 algorithm. For DIDT algorithm, the data do not 

leave the sites and no rigid data schema structure is enforced on the collaborating sites. 

This makes it a viable option for building knowledge from sites that cannot disclose 

sensitive data records due to privacy concerns.  

Constraint graphs were introduced as an out of band mechanism to facilitate data 

transformations during business data transactions. In order to specify these 

transformations, we introduced genex (generalized expressions) as a generalization of the 

popular regular expressions of strings. DIDT was demonstrated to provide the basis for 

various new functionalities. We incorporated auto-reduction of features into DIDT and 

demonstrated the working in distributed clinical data settings for considerable savings in 

communication costs. DIDT was shown to help collaboratively build prediction models 

when individual sites do not have sufficient data to build their own local models. The 
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signature of data sets with sufficient number of instances whose prediction models can 

help hospitals handicapped for pertinent instances was presented. A method to build an 

ensemble of decision trees (each of which is built using DIDT) to produce better results 

in the case of imbalanced data spread across distributed sites was outlined.
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